Having contractors on a mine site can present safety challenges. Contractors may be far less familiar with your operation, have different safety training, or be conducting non-routine or other specialized work. Clear, consistent communication and implementation of critical controls are essential for everyone. Step up and help contractors on your site stay safe, recognize situations with high SIF potential, and ensure critical controls are in place.

ARE YOU ABOUT TO...
- Welcome a contractor on site?
- Hire a contractor?
- Have a contractor do tasks with a high-SIF potential?

TAKE CONTROL!

IMPLEMENT THESE CRITICAL CONTROLS:
- Confirm that contractors have appropriate pre-qualifications, including licensing and training.
- Give contractors site-specific training and confirm or provide appropriate task training.
- Conduct a pre-job walk that includes outlining a clear scope of work and job hazard analysis (JHA) prior to contractors beginning work.
- Isolate contractor work from active operations when possible.
- Designate a site/safety person to do contractor work approvals, spot checks, work verifications, etc.